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ABSTRACT
During the operation of software-ontrolled physial system,
there are times when the values of environmental variables

are not known by the ontrol software. To orretly spe-
ify and reason about suh systems, a spei�ation language
must allow variables to take a speial unde�ned value that
signi�es that the value of the variable is unknown. Adding
an unde�ned value to the type system of a language, how-
ever, ompliates the semantis of the language beause it

auses many of the arithmeti operators to beome partial
funtions. In this paper we disuss di�erent approahes to
managing unde�ned values and present our approah for the
spei�ation language RSML�e . We provide a loose seman-
tis that allows simulation/exeution of inomplete models,
and a tight semantis, whih, given a ompleted model, is

used for ode-generation and stati analysis. To prevent mis-
use of unde�ned values, we present a test that ensures that
prediates in RSML�e annot evaluate to unde�ned, and
that variables annot impliitly take on unde�ned values.

Categoriesand Subject Descriptors
D.3.3 [Programming Languages℄: Language Construts
and Features; D.2.1 [Software Engineering℄: Require-
ments/Spei�ations|Languages; F.3.1 [Theory of Com-

putation℄: Semantis of Programming Languages

GeneralTerms
Partial funtions, unde�ned values, formal spei�ations

1. INTRODUCTION
Exeutable spei�ation languages, suh as Stateharts [6℄,
SCR [11, 10℄, RSML [16℄, and SpeTRM-RL [17℄, are beom-
ing more widely used in the spei�ation of safety-ritial

�This work has been partially supported by NSF grants
CCR-9624324 and CCR-9615088

reative systems. A partiular advantage of these methods
is that they are based on easy to read, graphial and tabular
notations, and that they are designed to be understood by
people without extensive training in omputer siene and

formal methods. The formalisms are supported with stati
analysis proedures and they are exeutable, so that spei�-
ations an be tested and explored before they are omplete.

For these spei�ation languages to be e�etive, they must
provide a rih enough semantis that the issues in the sys-

tem to be ontrolled an be easily expressed in the language.
Sine the languages are intended to model systems in unpre-
ditable environments, a spei�ation language must inlude
the ability to speify situations where the values of environ-
mental variables may be unknown. In these situations, suh
as system startup, or when a sensor or atuator fails, any

atual value assigned to the model variables would be a mis-
representation | the variables should assume a speial un-
de�ned value. The inlusion of an unde�ned value does,
however, ompliate the semantis of a spei�ation lan-
guage. In this paper we provide an overview of approahes
to model unde�ned values and present how we handle the

problem in our fully formal spei�ation language RSML�e .

In the early nineties, Nany Leveson led an e�ort to model
the behavior of a omplex avionis system, TCAS II, using
the RSML [16℄ language. Based on our experiene from this

e�ort and subsequent projets, we have iteratively improved
the language by simplifying and �nalizing the semantis.
Our work has resulted in the development of two languages:
RSML�e (Requirements State Mahine Language without
events) [21℄ developed by Mats P.E. Heimdahl et al. at the
University of Minnesota, and SpeTRM-RL (SpeTRM Re-

quirements Language) [17℄ developed by Nany Leveson et

al. at MIT, that share a ommon semantis (although they
have signi�ant syntati di�erenes). One of the areas that
Nany identi�ed as needing improvement was the ability to
speify that variables may take on unknown values. Leve-
son argues that every variable shall be treated as having an

unknown value until a reliable measure of its value an be
established [17℄. This report disusses the semanti hoies
we made to support unde�ned values in RSML�e .

When de�ning the semantis for unde�ned values in RSML�e ,
we were onstrained by the goals of the language.



� The semantis of unde�ned must be intuitive and easy

to understand.
� An analyst must be able to exeute and dynamially
evaluate spei�ations early on, even when the spei�-
ations are inomplete, inonsistent, and ontain many
unde�ned values and partial funtions.

� The semantis must lend themselves to stati analysis

by standard tools suh as model hekers and theorem
provers.

� A spei�ation must be easy to implement in a stan-
dard imperative programming language (possibly through
orretness preserving ode generation).

These requirements have de�ned the onstraints on our treat-
ment of unde�ned variables and expressions.

In the next setion, we will provide a short desription of

the RSML�e language. In Setion 3, we will desribe di�er-
ent uses for unde�ned values in spei�ations. In Setion 4,
we desribe the di�erent ways in whih unde�ned values are
used in RSML�e . Adding an unde�ned value to numeri
types auses all of the standard arithmeti operators to be-
ome partial funtions. Therefore, we examine approahes

for formalizing partial funtions in existing formal languages
in Setion 5, and desribe our approah for RSML�e in Se-
tion 6. Finally, we desribe an algorithm for ensuring that
unde�ned values are used orretly within RSML�e spei�-
ations in Setion 7.

2. OVERVIEW OF RSML�e

RSML�e is based on the the RSML language developed by
the Irvine Safety Researh group [16℄. RSML�e was devel-
oped as a requirements spei�ation language spei�ally for

embedded ontrol systems. RSML�e is based on hierarhi-
al �nite state mahines and dataow languages. Visually,
it is somewhat similar to David Harel's Stateharts [8, 6, 7℄.
For example, RSML�e supports parallelism, hierarhies, and
guarded transitions. The main di�erenes between RSML�e

and its preursor RSML are the addition in RSML�e of rig-

orous spei�ations of the interfaes between the environ-
ment and the ontrol software, and the removal of internal
broadast events. The removal of events was prompted by
Nany Leveson's experienes with with RSML and her new
language SpeTRM-RL that she has evolved from RSML.
These experienes have been hroniled in [17℄.

An RSML�e spei�ation onsists of a olletion of input
variables, state variables, input interfaes, output interfaes,
funtions, maros, and onstants, whih will be briey dis-
ussed below.

In RSML�e , the state of the model is the set of assignment
histories of all variables and interfaes. The state informa-
tion is used to ompute the values of a set of state variables,
similar to mode lasses in SCR [10℄. These state variables
an be organized in parallel or hierarhially to desribe the

urrent state of the system. Parallel state variables are used
to represent the inherently parallel or onurrent onepts in
the system being modeled. Hierarhial relationships allow
hild state variables to present an elaboration of a partiular
parent state value. Hierarhial state variables allow a spe-
i�ation designer to work at multiple levels of abstration,

and make models simpler to understand.
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Figure 1: The state mahine for the requirements

model of a omputerized Light Control System in

room

For example, onsider a software system to ontrol the lights

for a room. The state variable hierarhy used to model the
requirements on this system ould be represented as in Fig-
ure 1. This representation inludes both parallel and hierar-
hial relationships of state variables. Chosen Light Sene,

Light Maintenane Modes and Failure Modes are three par-

allel state variables, and Room Oupied Eq is a hild state
variable of Light Maintenane Modes

Assignment funtions in RSML�e determine the value of
state variables. These funtions an be organized as tran-

sitions or ondition tables. Condition tables desribe under

what ondition a state variables assumes eah of its possi-
ble values. Transitions desribe the ondition under whih
a state variable is to hange value. A transition onsists
of a soure value, a destination value, and a guarding on-
dition. A transition is taken (ausing a state variable to
hange value) when (1) the state variable value is equal to

the soure value, and (2) the guarding ondition evaluates
to true. The two assignment funtion types are logially
equivalent; mehanized proedures exist to ensure that both
funtions are omplete and onsistent [9℄.

The state funtions are plaed into a partial order based

on data dependenies and the hierarhial struture of the
state mahine. State variables are data-dependent on any
other state variables, maros, or input variables that are
named in their transitions or ondition tables. If a variable
is a hild variable of another state variable, then it is also

dependent on its parent variable. The value of the state
variable an be omputed after the items on whih it is data-
dependent have been omputed. For example, the value of
the Room Oupied Eq state variable would be omputed
after the Light Maintenane Modes state variable, beause
its value is dependent on whether or not

Light Maintenane Modes is in the Room Oupied state.

Conditions are simply prediate logi statement over the var-
ious states and variables in the spei�ation. The onditions
are expressed in disjuntive normal form using a notation
alled and/or tables [16℄ (see Figure 2). The far-left ol-

umn of the and/or table lists the logial phrases. Eah



of the other olumns is a onjuntion of those phrases and

ontains the logial values of the expressions. If one of the
olumns is true, then the table evaluates to true. A olumn
evaluates to true if all of its elements math the truth values
of the assoiated olumns. An asterisk denotes \don't are."

:= 0 IF

..Light_Maintenance_Modes IN_STATE  Room_Empty T T

TIME >= ..Light_Maintenance_Modes TIME_ENTERED  Room_Empty +
T3_InVar

T *

MESSAGE_AT(FacM_Shutoff) * T

Figure 2: An example ondition

Input variables in the spei�ation allow the analyst to reord
the the values reported by various external sensors. They
are assigned based on the messages reeived by input inter-

faes.

To further inrease the readability of the spei�ation, RSML�e

ontains many other syntati onventions. For example,
they allow expressions used in the prediates to be de�ned

as funtions (e.g., TotalIntensity()), and familiar and fre-
quently used onditions to be de�ned as maros (e.g., O-
upanyUndetetable()). Funtions in RSML�e are mathe-
matial funtions that are used to abstrat omplex alu-
lations. A maro is simply a named and/or table that is
used for frequently repeated onditions and is de�ned in a

separate setion of the doument.

3. USING UNDEFINED VALUES TO MODEL
UNCERTAINTY

To aurately model the state of a real-world system, we
must onsider the irumstanes when a portion of the sys-
tem has failed or is in an unknown state. When modeling
an input variable from the environment, there are several
irumstanes in whih the true value of the variable is un-
known. For example, onsider the following:

� At system startup, the software system has not yet
reeived the urrent status of the input variable.

� At system shutdown, the value of a sensor reading may
no longer be trustworthy.

� The sensor reording the input variable has failed.
� The system variable that the sensor is monitoring is

outside the range of the sensor.
� The value of the input is stale, i.e., the time period
sine the data was reeived is greater than some max-
imum allowable period and the data is outdated.

To represent these senarios within a formal model, we need
some way to represent that the input variable no longer has

a valid value. In several spei�ation languages, inluding
SpeTRM-RL [17℄, RSML�e [21℄, and VDM [3℄, this an
be aomplished by assigning the variable a speial unde-
�ned value (nil in VDM). This value an always be used in
equality, inequality, and type membership prediates. How
unde�ned interats with other operators is disussed in Se-

tion 5.

Matt Ja�e et al. have disussed the problems inaurate

models of unknown values may ause in ritial ontrol sys-
tems [13℄. They de�ne a olletion of riteria spei�ers
must onsider when developing models of ritial software
systems. Several riteria address the problems that our
when unknown environmental onditions are not handled
orretly. Consider the following from [13℄:

\The behavior of the software with respet to

input reeived before startup, after shutdown, or

when the omputer is temporarily disonneted

from the proess (o�-line) must be spei�ed, or

it must be determined that this information an

be safely ignored."

and

\Every state must have a behavior de�ned in

ase there is no input for a given period of time."

Serious aidents have ourred beause the designers of the
software did not onsider how the system would handle gaps
in data aused by taking the software temporarily o�-line.
For example, an aident ourred in a bath hemial rea-
tor when a omputer was taken o�-line to modify the soft-
ware [15℄. At the time the omputer was shut down, it was

ounting the revolutions of a metering pump that was feed-
ing the reator. When it ame bak on-line, the software
ontinued ounting where it left o�, eventually overharging
the reator.

RSML�e and SpeTRM-RL use a speial unde�ned value as
the default value upon startup or upon spei� mode tran-
sitions (e.g., after temporary shutdown of the omputer).
This value is used to ensure onsisteny between the model
of the proess state and the real, physial, proess state
by foring resynhronization of the model with the outside

world after an interruption of proessing [17℄. There are
two ways in whih these languages ould have spei�ed a
safe behavior for the hemial plant. If the software was no-
ti�ed by the system that it was being removed from ontrol,
then the spei�ation should have expliitly set all proess-
monitoring environmental variables to unde�ned. Alter-

nately, if the ontrol system was simply disonneted from
the environment, a timeout ondition ould have been spe-
i�ed. In this ase, if no input from the metering pump was
reeived by the software within a ertain period of time,
the variable representing the revolutions should have been
onsidered \stale" and set to unde�ned.

A seond example from [13℄ illustrates another ase where
orret modeling of unde�ned values is ritial. When values
are reeived from the physial environment, Ja�e et al. re-
ommends:

inoming values should have their values heked

and there should be a spei�ed response in the

event of an out-of-range ondition.



Variables that are out of bounds are appropriately modeled

as having the unde�ned value to prevent inappropriate use
in the omputation of the new system state or outputs.

These situations, although easier to speify with an unde-
�ned value, do not require it. In the absene of an unde�ned
value, there are other approahes to modeling missing data

and failures. We an represent eah environmental quantity
as two variables, one that represents the value of the quan-
tity, and the other that ats as a ag determining whether or
not the model variable is meaningful. This is the approah
used in SCR [10℄.

However, there are two problems with this approah. First,
there is no semanti onnetion between the two variables.
The spei�er must ensure that wherever the value-variable is
referened, they have tested the ag-variable to ensure that
the value-variable is meaningful. The seond problem is that
this solution may make the spei�ation signi�antly larger

sine we, in e�et, may double the number of input vari-
ables. One of our language goals is to provide a rih enough
semantis that the features of the system to be ontrolled
an be naturally and easily expressed.

Another approah is to use a speial sentinel value at the

edge of the range of the type (e.g., MAX INT) to represent
that the variable is unde�ned. However, this approah has
the same problems that existed in the two-variable approah;
it is possible to aidentally use the variable in arithmeti
expressions without heking that the value of the variable

is equal to the sentinel value (i.e., the variable has the value
unde�ned). This usage may ause the spei�ation to ex-
hibit nonsensial behavior when exeuted and/or statially
analyzed. It an also ause serious problems if the spei�-
ation is used in a new environment, beause the sentinel
value may now be in the valid range of values for the new

environment.

4. UNDEFINED IN RSML�e .
In RSML�e , undefined is a speial value that an be as-
sumed by variables and expressions in a spei�ation lan-
guage. It signi�es that the value of the variable or expres-

sion is unknown. It is used in three situations within a
spei�ation.

Expliit Desription: undefined an be expliitly assigned
to a variable, or as the value returned by a funtion in

RSML�e . This usage of undefined, orresponds to the
unde�ned value disussed in Setion 3. For example,
if we detet an error in an inoming message, if data
is \stale", et., the spei�ation an assign undefined

to the variable.

Child State Variables: Hierarhial omposition of state
variables allows us to view the state of the RSML�e

spei�ation as a hierarhial type. Often, in ontrol

systems, there is information that is only relevant if
the system is in a partiular state or mode. Child
state variables provide a suint way of representing
this kind of information. Thus, in the next state om-
putation, we �rst evaluate the top-level state variables.
Then, we an \drill down" and further elaborate the

urrent state by evaluating the hild state variables.

Child state variables only ontain relevant information

in ertain system states. We de�ne a hild variable to
have a de�ned value (i.e. be relevant) when its parent
variable equals a prede�ned parentValue. If the parent
variable is not equal to the hild's parentValue, the
value of the hild variable is set to the speial value
undefined.

Expression Out of Range: RSML�e maintains the assign-

ment histories of all variables, and supports a set of ex-
pressions that allow a spei�er to aess previous val-
ues of a variable. If the spei�ation asks for a previ-
ous value before the variable has been assigned enough
times, undefined is returned. In other words, unde-
�ned is returned if the expression attempts to read past

the beginning of the assignment history for a variable.

undefined uni�es several seemingly distint onepts within

an RSML�e spei�ation. However, the meaning of these
onepts is the same: the variable or expression has an un-
known value. Without undefined, it would be more diÆult
to desribe hierarhial state variables and anomalous on-
ditions in the environment.

5. FORMALIZING UNDEFINED
Although undefined allows us to say many useful things
easily in a spei�ation, it is no longer lear whether the
mathematial operators are total funtions. For example,
the meaning of x + y , where x ; y are possibly unde�ned,

ould be desribed several di�erent ways:

� As a partial funtion: (undefined is outside the do-
main of the operator)

� As a total funtion, returning undefined when pro-
vided an undefined argument.

� As an underspei�ed funtion, in whih the result of
the operator is de�ned to be a total funtion, but the
value of the funtion is not spei�ed when one of the

arguments is undefined.

Existing spei�ation languages use eah of the tehniques
enumerated above to handle unde�ned values and the prob-
lems with partial funtions that follow. The pros and ons
of the tehniques are summarized and illustrated below.

5.1 VDM: Logic of Partial Functions
VDM [3℄ allows type unions, so that it is possible to reate
new types that are, for example, the union of all integers plus
some enumerated error values. In this way, VDM supports

a more robust oneption of undefined values than is de-
sribed earlier in this paper. For example, given a pressure
sensor, it is possible to distinguish between failure modes:

pressureSensorType = nat j hrandomi j

hstukHighi j hstukLowi

When the sensor is operating normally, a variable of this
type yields an natural number. If the sensor is returning

random values beause of a sensor failure, random is used.



Otherwise, if the sensor is stuk returning high or low val-

ues outside the rated range of the sensor, stukHigh and
stukLow are used.

VDM also has has optional types, whih add the value nil

to the type desription. These optional types are built as
type unions between the \basi" type, and the type hnili,

whih is the type ontaining only the value nil. This notion
is almost exatly the same as the notion of undefined used
in RSML�e .

Preonditions in VDM de�ne when funtions are appliable.
Funtions should have a de�ned value in VDM whenever

their preondition holds. If this is true, then no run-time
errors an our within the body of the funtion. However,
as VDM uses a �rst-order prediate alulus for its preondi-
tions, they are in general undeidable. Therefore, one must
prove, perhaps with the aid of a theorem prover, that a fun-
tion is omplete with respet to its preondition, and that

the funtion's preondition is satis�able.

VDM uses the logi of partial funtions (LPF) [14℄ to han-
dle partial funtions. It uses a three-valued logi, ontaining
true, false, and * (UNDEFINED). When a funtion is ap-
plied outside of its domain, the speial value * is returned.

The logi of VDM has omposition rules for eah of the log-
ial operators (^;_;: ) when used with * arguments.

One problem with this formulation is the loss of the law of
the exluded middle. This means that (x _ : x ) is not

neessarily true. Also, the assoiativity of equivalene (�)
is lost [1℄. The IFAD implementation of a VDM spei�a-
tion [5℄ also behaves di�erently than the theoretial model.
The IFAD implementation of a VDM spei�ation does not
atually use the * value, but instead relies on short-iruit
evaluation of Boolean operators:

(x =2 dom f _ f (x) = 5)

returns true if x is outside the domain of f , while

(f (x) = 5 _ x =2 dom f )

auses a runtime error.

5.2 NP: UndefinedTermsare false
Another approah, used in the NP heker [12℄ and advo-
ated by David Parnas [18℄, is to assign the value false to
any elementary formula ontaining an unde�ned funtion.
This method simpli�es implementation of tools that allow

partial funtions.

However, there are several problems with this approah.
Many of the onventional laws of arithmeti no longer hold.
For example, the law of trihotomy of arithmeti:

8 x � x = 0 _ x > 0 _ x < 0

no longer holds, beause x = 0, x > 0, and x < 0 all evaluate
to false, if x is an unde�ned term. Similarly, sine = is an
elementary funtion,

f (x ) = f (x)

is not true if f (x ) is unde�ned. One must also deide where

to draw the boundary for elementary funtions. For exam-

ple, is 6= an elementary funtion? If so, then

(f (x) 6= f (y)), : (f (x ) = f (y))

is no longer valid.

5.3 LARCH: UnderspecifiedFunctions
This approah, advoated by David Gries and Fred Shnei-
der, avoids the use of an unde�ned value in logi by insisting
that all funtions be total. From [4℄:

All operations and funtions are assumed to

be de�ned for all values of their operands { they

are total operations and funtions. However, the

value assigned to an expression need not be uniquely

spei�ed in all ases.

In this ase, funtions are de�ned using impliation, with an
anteedent desribing the domain over whih the funtion is
spei�ed. This anteedent, a prediate over the operands
of the funtion, �lls nearly the same role as the funtion
preondition in VDM. Given a funtion f (a � b � ), using
underspei�ation, the de�nition of f with preondition P

would look like:

8 a; b;  �

(P ) f (a; b; ) =
ffuntion de�nition for de�ned rangeg) ^

(: P ) 9 d � f (a; b; ) = d)

With VDM's preonditions, the de�nition looks like this:

8 a; b;  �

(P ) f (a; b; ) =
ffuntion de�nition for de�ned rangeg) ^

(: P ) (a; b; ) =2 dom f )

The di�erene between the two de�nitions is that in the for-
mer, f is a total funtion that is not ompletely spei�ed. In
the seond example, f is a partial funtion that is ompletely
spei�ed.

Standard mathematial logi does not have to be signif-
iantly altered to aommodate underspei�ed funtions.
The law of the exluded middle still holds, as do the stan-
dard laws of arithmeti. Unfortunately, underspei�ed fun-
tions are not well suited to an exeutable semantis. This is
easiest to explain by example. Suppose we had a prediate:

f (a) > 100 ^ a > 0

and suppose that the value of f is spei�ed whenever a > 0.
With the underspei�ed funtion approah, we always must
assign some value to f (a), even if a is outside the spei�ed
domain of f . For this partiular prediate, that is aept-

able; if a � 0, then it does not matter what we assign to
f (a), beause it annot a�et the outome of the prediate
sine the seond part of the disjunt, a > 0, is false. How-
ever, suppose instead that f was spei�ed whenever a > 50.
If a was, for example, equal to 45, we would fae a prob-
lem. Whatever value we assign to f (a) will a�et the value

of the prediate, so we really should halt exeution, rather



than allowing this random value to propagate through the

evaluation of the spei�ation.

The problem is that it is diÆult, in general, to know whether
the value of an underspei�ed funtion will a�et the value
of a prediate. If we generate a value, or prompt the user for
a value, it is possible that the spei�ation will behave in an

unpreditable and erroneous manner, instead of halting. We
ould use a marker to denote an underspei�ed value, and
test whether this marker is atually required to determine
the value of the prediate. However, by doing so, we are
essentially using a three-valued logi, with the marker play-
ing the role of unde�ned. With a three-valued logi, we an

assign unde�ned to the funtion, and allow it to propagate
through a prediate. We only need to halt exeution if the
prediate as a whole is unde�ned.

5.4 Z: several options
There have been several di�erent semantis suggested for
Z [2℄. However, the standard semantis maintains that if
a partial funtion is used outside its domain, the result is
some \unknown" value that is a member of the expeted
type of the funtion. This de�nition, although intuitively

appealing, gives rise to the problem that if x is outside the
range of f , it is possible that f (x ) 6= f (x ). This approah
is similar to the the approah of Larh (Setion 5.3), but
it does not require that the value returned by a funtion
outside its domain obey any funtional properties.

6. RSML�e: SIMULA TION VS. PROOF SE-
MANTICS

The goal of an RSML�e spei�ation e�ort is to reate a
omplete and onsistent spei�ation that is orret with re-

spet to the user's needs. However, we desire to simulate the
system in question from a very early stage, when a spei�a-
tion is rife with inonsistenies and inompleteness. In [21℄,
the denotational semantis of RSML�e are desribed using
Z. Although Z has a given semantis for partially-de�ned

funtions, we an model di�erent semantis for RSML�e by
adding Boolean values as a \meta-type" that desribe how
prediates and partial funtions are evaluated.

RSML�e extends eah of the user-visible types in the lan-
guage with undefined, so we must onsider how expressions

and operators work with this value. RSML�e expliitly does
not inlude a user-visible Boolean type beause of this rea-
son. If suh a type was inluded, we would be fored to use
a three-valued logi for RSML�e semantis.

6.1 Simulation semantics
For simulation of inomplete/inonsistent spei�ations,
RSML�e uses a three-valued logi, beause it is more robust
than the other hoies. By allowing Boolean-unde�ned val-
ues, it is not neessary to halt if a term is unde�ned (see 5.3).

Beause RSML�e does not allow reursion, there is no risk
of non-termination when evaluating unde�ned atomi for-
mulas. Therefore, we an allow undefined atomi formulas
at arbitrary positions in a prediate.

As we already have a value that represents that a value is

unknown (undefined), we use it as the third value for our

logi. In this way, the value undefined �lls the role of both

nil and UNDEFINED (*) in VDM.

In almost every ase, when operators are used on an expres-
sion ontaining undefined, the result is undefined. The
only exeptions are the operators f=; 6=;^;_g. The = ex-
pression will return true if both sides of the prediate are

undefined, and false if one, but not both, sides of the pred-
iate are undefined. The 6= expression does the opposite.
The binary Boolean operators, when presented with at least
one undefined argument, behave the same as in VDM:

A B A ^ B

undefined T undefined

T undefined undefined

undefined F F
F undefined F

undefined undefined undefined

In ases when one argument is false, we an guarantee that

the expression is false. Otherwise, the result is undefined.
Similarly, the logial-OR operator is true if one of it's argu-
ments is true:

A B A _ B

undefined T T
T undefined T

undefined F undefined

F undefined undefined

undefined undefined undefined

Beause variables of all types (integer, oating point, et.)
an be set to undefined, the value of ertain expressions
an be ounter-intuitive. Supposing that x and y were un-
de�ned, the following expressions are all true under the for-

malism:

x = 1 + x

(x = y ^ x = y + 1)
x = : x

This problem is espeially troublesome beause a spei�er
may not realize that a variable an assume the value undefined.

Any expression in whih undefined ould be used with an
operator other than f=; 6=;^;_g is onsidered u-dangerous.
Therefore, expressions that an yield the value undefined

should be u-guarded. A spei�ation is u-guarded given two
onditions:

1. The only way a variable an be assigned undefined

is beause it is the hild of another variable, or it was
assigned the literal expression undefined (i.e. No vari-
able an impliitly be assigned the value undefined ).

2. No prediate an be deided by an unde�ned-dangerous
sub-expression.

A stati hek, de�ned in Setion 7 de�nes the proedure for

heking a spei�ation for orret use of undefined.



6.2 Static Analysis/CodeGeneration Seman-
tics

Although a three-valued logi allows us to simulate spe-
i�ations very early on, it is not onvenient for the other
purposes of RSML�e . A logi based on underspei�ed fun-
tions is mathematially leaner, whih aids translation into

theorem proving tools and model hekers, and has a seman-
tis that is better suited to ode generation.

When generating ode for a spei�ation, we must map
the RSML�e types into the types native to the target lan-
guage. Most imperative languages share the same basi

types: Booleans, integers, oating-point numbers, et. To
map the RSML�e integer type, ontaining an undefined

value, to an Ada or C integer, we de�ne the maximum (or
minimum) RSML�e integer value to be one less (greater)
than the value from the target language. The remaining
value beomes the undefined value for the generated ode.

In this ase, the result of performing an arithmeti opera-
tion with an undefined operand beomes an underspei�ed
funtion.

In order to implement the simulation semantis in a gener-

ated program, it would be neessary to test whether either
of the arguments to an arithmeti operator was undefined.
If so, the result would be set to undefined; if not, it would
perform the operator normally. This approah is not aept-
able both beause of exeution speed and ode omplexity.

6.3 EquivalenceConditions
Despite the arguments provided above, supporting two dif-
ferent semantis for undefined values may seem unnees-

sary and burdensome to the spei�er. However, it turns
out that a orretly written spei�ation that is u-guarded
will behave equivalently in either ase. The simulation se-
mantis is more forgiving when a spei�ation is inomplete
and inonsistent, whih is why we have adopted it for our
simulation engine.

7. UNDEFINED CHECKS FOR RSML�e

As disussed in Setion 6, using undefined in expressions

other than the safe operators (i.e., the set f=; 6=;^;_g) an
ause unexpeted results. Both of the u-guarded onditions
merit some explanation. First, to ensure that a variable is
not impliitly assigned undefined, we hek the prediates
of all of its assignment ases. Suppose we have a ase

x := 5y if y = z + 10

where y is a variable that an potentially equal undefined.
This ase would be in error, beause we ould impliitly
assign x undefined if y was undefined. To satisfy the �rst
ondition, we would have to add:

x := 5y if (y 6= undefined ^ y = z + 10)

A subexpression is guarded if whenever it ould equal undefined,
it annot a�et the value of the prediate. Using our earlier
example:

y 6= undefined ^ y = z + 10

suppose that z ould equal undefined. Then, this prediate

has an u-dangerous subexpression (z + 10). However, the
prediate an be guarded by adding:

y 6= undefined ^ z 6= undefined ^ y = z + 10

Then, whenever z is undefined, the prediate is guaranteed
to be false.

7.1 Computing U-Guardedness
The RSML�e next-state relation is reated by omposing
the assignment relations of the interfaes and the state vari-

ables. If we an show that eah of the assignment relations
is u-guarded, it follows that the next-state relation is u-
guarded. As eah assignment relation is de�ned by a set of
ases, we an further partition the analysis to hek eah as-
signment ase separately. Finally, as prediates in RSML�e

are in disjuntive normal form, we an analyze eah disjunt

separately.

The analysis of eah disjunt proeeds in four steps:

1. Create a Canonial Form of the Disjunt: To make

the analysis easier, we move all logial NOTs as far
as possible into eah atomi formula in the disjunt.
Thus,

: : : (x = y)

beomes

x 6= y

This step makes it easier to ompare expressions later

on in the proedure.

2. Find Potentially-Dangerous Expressions: There are

�ve types of expressions in RSML�e that an equal
undefined. These expressions, suh as variable value
expressions, are onsidered potentially dangerous when
used with a u-dangerous operator.

To �nd all of the potentially dangerous expressions
for a disjunt, we onsider both the sub-expressions
within the disjunt, and also the sub-expressions in the

assignment expression for the assignment ase. This
reates the set PD .

3. Transform PD into D: Beause of the struture of the
spei�ation, many of the expressions in PD are not
dangerous. For example, an input variable that does
not have an initial value of undefined and whih is
never expliitly assigned the value undefined will never
equal undefined. These expressions are removed from

the set PD , reating the set of dangerous expressions
D .

4. Creating the Guarded-Expression Set: In this step,
we �nd all expressions within the disjunt of the form:

x 6= undefined

or

undefined 6= x

where x is any arbitrary sub-expression. We use these

expressions to reate the set of guarded expressions



(GE) ontaining all of the sub-expressions (i.e., x ) that

are u-guarded.

A disjunt is u-guarded if the set of dangerous expressions
is a subset of the guarded expressions. In other words, a

disjunt is u-guarded if D � GE . An assignment ase is u-
guarded if all of its disjunts are u-guarded, and so on. If all
of the assignment relations are u-guarded, then the spei�-
ation is u-guarded. This algorithm rejets all spei�ations
that are not orretly guarded, but also does not aept a

lass of spei�ations that are orretly guarded. The third
step, transforming PD into D , is urrently not very sophis-
tiated. It only takes into aount strutural fators, e.g.,
whether or not a variable is ever assigned undefined. We
are investigating methods to improve our algorithm.

8. CONCLUSION
to summarize, in this paper we desribed a mehanism for

representing unknown values in spei�ations, using a spe-
ial value undefined. This approah allows us to diretly
model unertainty about environmental variables in the vari-
ables within our model. We then ompared this approah
to other tehniques to represent an environmental variable:
(1) using two variables, one to reord the value and one

to reord the validity of the value, and (2) using a sentinel
value to represent that a value is not valid, and disussed
why neither approah is satisfatory.

We then desribed di�erent approahes for supporting un-

de�ned values in spei�ation languages. This problem is a
spei� ase of the general problem of representing partial
funtions. Eah approah has some bene�ts and assoiated
problems.

To take full advantage of the use of unde�ned values while

at the same time irumventing the problems, we have ho-
sen to support two di�erent semantis. The �rst, a loose
simulation semantis, an be used to simulate and exeute
spei�ations even when they are inomplete, inonsistent,
and ontain many unde�ned values and partial funtions.
It uses a three-valued logi to be more robust when por-

tions of a spei�ation are not ompletely spei�ed. Beause
this semantis is not very lean, however, it is not as well
suited for stati analysis and ode generation. Therefore, we
also support a tight semantis for stati-analysis and ode-
generation. This semantis uses a two-valued logi, making
it easier to translate into an imperative programming lan-

guage or input language for a veri�ation tool suh as a
model heker or theorem prover. Finally, we de�ned a u-

guarded hek to ensure that a ompleted spei�ation will
have the same behavior using both semantis, and that we
are not misusing unde�ned values in the spei�ation. The
semantis have been fully formalized [21℄ and our RSML�e

development environment Nimbus [19℄ supports the looser
semantis. Our orretness preserving ode generation ap-
proah, on the other hand, supports the tighter seman-
tis [20℄.
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